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Action Script Viewer is a popular and affordable SWF decompiler and actionscripts viewer for the
Flash community. The ASV Decompiler allows the decompiling and reporting of actionscripts
embedded in a SWF object. When decompiling a SWF, ASV will show a compilation stack of all
actionscript and other embedded objects such as libraries, content-sequences, frames, & frames, the
outermost frame, movie clips in movieclips, and any frames in a movie clips. In addition to listing the
frame label, the instances used and symbols in use and used by, ASV can report the complete action
script and its corresponding symbols. The decompilation stack can be saved as a text or XML file,
email or printed on a fax machine. For the decompiler, ASV provides a UI screen, and a scripting API
that makes it easy to script an external app. The API also provides a console that displays the
actionscripts, symbols and frame labels, symbols in use and in use by, and allows you to edit them
directly. The main features of ASV include: ￭ You can decompile up to 25 frames in the SWF, then
show up to 25 lines in the decompilation stack. ￭ Decompiled actionscripts are saved in an XML
format, or in a text format that can be saved as a text file or emailed. ￭ Decompiled frames are re-
built with or without ￭ Text symbols and their frames are re-built ￭ Movieclips and their frames are re-
built ￭ Colors and gradients used in the SWF are redefined ￭ Gradients in the swf are redefined ￭ Dr.
Flash SWF is redefined. ￭ Full movieclip frames are re-built. ￭ Easily edit decompiled actionscripts. ￭
You can decompile any number of frames. ￭ You can decompile frames using ￭ You can decompile to
XML format, with timestamps and other SWF header information ￭ You can decompile to a text file,
email, fax - as well as internet connection - ￭ You can decompile, export to XML, email, fax and
Internet ￭ Movieclip frames, actionscripts and symbols are re-built ￭ All symbols and

Action Script Viewer Registration Code

The action script view (ASV) is a standalone Windows software that can view, edit, decompile, and
extract actionscripts from SWF files. ASV provides FLA (SWF) editors for tools such as Adobe Flash
4.0 to Flash Player 7.0, Adobe Flash 7.0 Professional and Flash MX 2004, and Flash 8 Professional
and Flash 8 Basic. It is easy to use, fast, and can handle multiple SWF files. ASV comes in 2 versions -
the Free version (with limited features) and the Pro version (for only $69.99). Free: ASV Demo The
demo version of ASV is provided for you to use before purchasing ASV Pro. The demo version can
decompile and extract actionscripts and search for symbols used by actionscripts. You can also
extract SWF data (attributes, frames, clip actions, symbols and constants) and SWF files. Buy ASV
Pro: ASV Pro edition includes all the features of ASV Demo, plus: ￭ Extract SWF Data, Actionscript
Data, and clip Actions. Also extracts to vector shapes (like PNG, JPG, etc.) ￭ Extracts SWF files and
symbols, without decompiling them. ￭ Extract a SWF file to a template SWF file with a new name,
based on the FLA file (ActionScript or Graphics SWF). ￭ Batch Extracts SWF Data, Actionscript Data
and Clip Actions. Also extracts to vector shapes (like PNG, JPG, etc.) ￭ Decompiles and displays all
actionscripts, shows a list of frame labels, instance names, symbols... ￭ Decompiles and displays all
actionscripts. ￭ Decompiles and displays Movieclip actionscripts. ￭ Decompiles and displays all
movieclip actionscripts. ￭ Decompiles and displays all classes with their fileattributes,
Flashbackname string, etc. ￭ Decompiles all the class scripts available. (Some version may appear to
be decompiled but are not officially supported). ￭ Decompiles and displays all the class scripts
available. ￭ Decompiles and displays all the Actionscripts available. ￭ Decompiles and displays all the
actionscripts available. ￭ Decompiles and displays all the symbols used by 3a67dffeec
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Action Script Viewer is a powerful utility to help developers as well as SWF editors view the frame-by-
frame contents of a SWF file. ASV can be used for SWF decompilation.ASV can decompile and view
the actionscript code for all visible frames of a SWF. Additionally, ASV can convert the actionscript
code to a swf format. Furthermore, ASV includes a built-in decompiler. ASV is licensed to you at no
charge. If you wish to use it on production projects please contact us. ASV is not a visualizer and may
not display many types of components that are normally visible using other applications. The
content and functionality of ASV is to decompile and view the actionscript code for the visible and
non-visible frames of a SWF. As for decompilation, the decompiled output is created as a swf file and
this may display no more than 20 visible frames, or the first 5 frames of any movie clip in a SWF file.
ASV has been designed primarily to work with Action Script 3 and Action Script 4. It is a standalone
application, which does not require an internet connection. ASV is based on the widely known and
respected Flash decompiler, and decompiler. ASV is fully written by author Eugen Szontag, and does
not make use of any third party software. It is a 100% standalone application. ASV can read p-code,
as well as code, which does not support p-code. ￭ There is a list of frame labels etc. that show each
actionscript's name, instance name, library names, symbols, frame labels, instances and library
names. ￭ There is a well organized context sensitive preview tab with options that lets you navigate
the SWF frames and movies on them, or other frames on the main timeline of the SWF. ￭ There is a
well organized list of Actionscript frames options that lets you navigate the FLA of the SWF. On all
frames, or specific frames. ￭ There is a well organized list of symbols of types (bytecode, p-code,
__bytecode__ function, __bytecode__ function). ￭ There is a well organized list of button of a type that
lets you navigate the library. ￭ There is a well organized list of movieclips, with details and info on
theircomponents, actions and constructions. �

What's New in the Action Script Viewer?

Action Script Viewer - is a compact, portable, powerful, yet easy to use AS3 command line tool that
can decompile, decompile and decompile multiple ActionScript 3 files. In addition, it can also view
Frame Labels, Instances and Class Names in the decompiled file. As3C Viewer is freeware for
educational purposes only. You may use it free for non-commercial purposes. To get more
information and support, visit our website: www.as3c-viewer.com Win32 (detects and decodes AS3
and ActionScript 3 code) Win64 (detects and decodes AS3 and ActionScript 3 code) Mac (detects and
decodes AS3 and ActionScript 3 code) Linux (detects and decodes AS3 and ActionScript 3 code)
Version 3.00 is here: If you encounter any problems or have any suggestion feel free to email us at:
information@as3c-viewer.com AS3C Viewer is freeware for educational purposes only. You may use
it free for non-commercial purposes. To get more information and support, visit our website:
www.as3c-viewer.com Changes: We have released an update for our license version which: - fixes
compile time error in unhandled exception handling. Win32 (detects and decodes AS3 and
ActionScript 3 code) Win64 (detects and decodes AS3 and ActionScript 3 code) Mac (detects and
decodes AS3 and ActionScript 3 code) Linux (detects and decodes AS3 and ActionScript 3 code)
Version 3.00 is here: If you encounter any problems or have any suggestion feel free to email us at:
informati.on@as3c-viewer.com we do have support. Please see www.as3c-viewer.com for more
information. Licenseversion (LPV) Ver: Win32 (detects and decompiles AS3 and ActionScript 3 code)
Win64 (detects and decompiles AS3 and ActionScript 3 code) Mac (detects and decompiles AS3 and
ActionScript 3 code) Linux (detects and decodes AS3 and ActionScript 3 code) Free for non-
commercial purpose. Sw
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 @ 2.93 GHz Memory: 4 GB
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 (or equivalent) Hard Drive: 25 GB Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 or
higher compatible sound card Additional Notes: Please note that the installation files contain viruses.
If the viruses are detected while you try to install the game, it will warn you that the game cannot be
installed. DO NOT IGNORE THIS WARNING! DO NOT IGNORE
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